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Tech I Want - Overview
Tech I Want is a technology media curating and writing about the best and 
latest innovations in the world. To our engaged audience of technology 
enthusiasts we curate educational, entertainment, and discovery content 
across 5+ social channels including YouTube.
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Who We Are
Promoting impactful and innovative technology is what we are all about. We explore 
all corners of the internet to find the most amazing technology - and when we find 
something we like, we promote the heck out of it in almost every way possible. 
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Our biggest channel is the Tech I Want Newsletter which goes out to over 85K subscribers 
weekly. Here we curate the 4 most innovative products of the week along with many other 
tech treats like technology news, witty jokes, giveaways, and amazon finds.  



Website

Check out Our website →
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Our website is the one-stop-shop for technology reviews, amazing technology finds, 
exclusive discounts, and loads of listings and articles. Our in-house SEO team consistently 
secures the first spots on Google giving our featured products long term visilibity.   

https://techiwant.com/


Youtube 

Check out our channel →
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Our YouTube channel features product reviews, educational content, tech news, 
and hours of entertainment. In a short period of time, we have established 
ourselves as a credible review channel now expanding into many directions.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQnS2zvVHvn0wzlwO-c4LZA
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Our Social Media channels provide an excellent oportunity to deliver our messages to 
thousands of users organically every day. The content strategy we use is different for 
every channel and we are constantly experimenting new ways and channels to work in. 



Partnerships and collaborations



thank you

General inquiries:   hello@techiwant.com

Business collaboration:   albert@techiwant.com


